
FIRST YEAR CADET EVALUATION FORM - (END OF RED PHASE)
 Virginia Tech Corps of Cadets

NAME (Last, First MI) UNIT   TRACK DATE

EVALUATOR NARRATIVE:  Provide an overall assessment of performance for the semester, including particular strengths and areas for improvement.

 

 

FIRST-YEAR CADET SIGNATURE DATE

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF CADET EVALUATION     
I acknowledge that I have seen and been
counseled on the results of this evaluation.                 

EVALUATOR SIGNATURE

EVALUATOR (Last, First MI)

CO/XO NAME

REVIEWER NARRATIVE:  Provide an overall assessment of performance for the semester in addition to the comments of the evaluator.

REVIEWER SIGNATURE DATE

CO/XO SIGNATURE DATE

PT SCORE TEST DATE

Perform close order drill
Perform marching drill with and without rifle
Properly address upperclass cadets, commissioned and non-commissioned officers
Demonstrate comprehensive Cadet Knowledge as referenced in the Guidon
Demonstrate knowledge of the structure and purpose of the chain of command
Demonstrate proper care, maintenance and wear of uniforms
Demonstrate ability to care for and maintain cadet rooms to standards
Successfully get to all classes on a consistent basis
Demonstrate proper ability to follow inspection and reporting procedures
Demonstrate proper form for physical fitness exercises
Demonstrate proper conduct, customs and courtesies involving civilians and encounters off Upper Quad
Navigate to and around the towns of Blacksburg and Christiansburg including effective use of the bus system
Demonstrate knowledge of the resources available for academic, medical and emotional well being
Demonstrate knowledge of the purpose and function of the Honor Court and Executive Committee systems
Demonstrate knowledge of the rank structure of all military branches
Demonstrate effective use of academic planning methods and tools
Satisfactorily served as Head New Cadet

INSTRUCTIONS:  All first-year cadets will receive an evaluation of their performance in the Corps of Cadets at the end of Red Phase, and at the end 
of each semester.  The company chain of command, including the cadre, will provide input to the evaluation.  Company Executive Officers or First 
Sergeants will counsel each first-year cadet on the outcome of this evaluation.  Attach additional comments for any DO NOT CONCUR/RETAIN.

PT SCORE

FIRST-YEAR CADET QUALIFICATION STANDARD

TEST DATE

NOT MET MET

Attitude, motivation, and willingness to learn
Team builder (willingness to help others reach their goals)
Peer acceptance (camraderie with buds)
Physical fitness
Disciplined approach to study habits, class and test preparation
Contribution to team or group projects

CHARACTER AND PERFORMANCE
BELOW AVG ABOVE

EVALUATOR’S OVERALL RATING

REVIEWER (Last, First MI)

(Last, First MI)

1SG’s RELATIVE PEER GROUP RANKING
BOTTOM

1/3
MIDDLE

1/3
TOP
1/3

MERITS DEMERITS
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DO NOT
RETAIN

CONCUR

DO NOT
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CONCUR

DO NOT
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